wise, the picture of indifference or scorn as he stood on the other, grudg-
ing of words and shy of patience. All awed by him. Not so Cecil.
The office system was a bad one. Silsbee got a ground-plan and made his
pretty sketch, getting some charming picturesque effect he had in his
mind. Then the sketch would come out into the draughting room to be
fixed up into a building, keeping the floor-plan near the sketch if possible.
But the sketches fascinated us. 'My God, Cecil, how that man can draw!'
*He can. He's a kind of genius, but something is the matter with him.
He doesn't seem to take any of it or take himself half seriously. The picture
interests him. The rest bores him. You'll see. He's an architectural genius
spoiled by way of the aristocrat. A fine education and family in Syracuse,
but too contemptuous of everything.'
And I did see. I saw Silsbee was just making pictures. And not very close
to what was real in the building—that I could see, myself. But I adored
Silsbee just the same. He had style. His work had it too, in spite of slipshod
methods. There was something finely tragic in his sombre mien; authority
in the boom of his enormous voice pitched low in his long throat with its
big Adam's apple. I learned a good deal about a house from Silsbee by way
of Cecil.
Monday night I had gone to Uncle Jenkin to spend a few days in the
parsonage. Interesting people came there to dine. Dr. Thomas, Rabbi
Hirsh, Jane Addams, Mangasarian and others. I enjoyed listening.
A letter had come from mother. She wrote regularly every week. She
seemed glad after all that I was at work. Told me to stay close to Uncle
Jenkin. He was a good man beset by the countless trials of his position but
he'd help me all he could. And I was not to worry about her.
She had sold father's library and a few hundred dollars had come to her
from her brothers, her small share in grandfather's farm. If I got along
and needed her she would sell the Madison place and come down and
make a home for me. There were the usual anxieties about diet, warm
underwear, companions.
'I would have you', she wrote, 'a man of sense as well as sensibility.
You will find Goodness and Truth everywhere you go. If you have to
choose, choose Truth. For that is closest to Earth. Keep close to the Earth,
my boy: in that lies strength. Simplicity of heart is just as necessary for an
architect as for a farmer or a minister if the architect is going to build
great buildings.' And she would put this faith of hers in many different
forms as she wrote on different subjects, until I knew just what to expect
from her.
Always very brave, she was, but I knew what she wanted—she wanted
to come down to live with me. And as soon as I could earn eighteen or
twenty dollars a week I intended to have her come. Little Maginel was
not yet very strong and Jennie had gone to teach school in the country.
I have always been fond of Uncle Jenkin's son, my cousin Richard. He
was good-looking, fair-haired, brilliant 'city guy', initiated and un-
abashed, his views of what went on around him keen and amusing.
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